of bright red flowers. Blaming Jizu for these horrors, she dashed the flowers at his feet. Silence and stillness were shattered by a cheesy 1970s Japanese pop song with the delightfully broken-English refrain, "I want you love me tonight," in direct contrast to the somber images onstage. This was not simply a moment of postmodern eclecticism, but a transitional one that allowed us to step back from this environment and decompress in the same way that divers slowly ascend to avoid the bends. Here, Suzuki provided an opportunity for us to linger between worlds so that we could better see their interconnections.
Transcendent theatrical moments like this are so infrequent that despite this transition many remained in the theatre long after the performance ended. I have rarely witnessed a more silent and attentive audience. It felt as if upon entering the space we collectively held our breath until we exploded into a prolonged and cacophonous ovation at the end. While forty years is a significantly long time to sustain such an impactful and transformational piece, it is easy to imagine a distant future where we have yet to transcend the bonds of human suffering in which audiences still respond to Suzuki's combination of images, movements, gestures, and stillness with the same awe and reverence. Suša defied expectations in her physically demanding approach to the play, which centers on Louis, a young man who returns to his hometown to explain to his family that he is dying. Ulla Kassius's set was emptied of all the typical accessories of a bourgeois French family home. The house was made of horizontal blank walls, and in place of ornate furniture, frilly curtains, and framed family photographs, there were children's objects (a tiny piano, a tricycle), which were ambivalently suggestive of a stunted childhood and infantile adulthood. Watched over by a compulsive and irrational mother, Louis, his sister Suzanne, and brother Antoine are ill-formed adults, unable to fully emerge from their adolescence. The problem is that the world they are meant to emerge into is itself inert, juvenile, and synthetic. In Kassius's design a kitsch replication of nature framed the family drama-a visual reminder of the artificiality of their world. Through a window we caught a glimpse of a mountain range rendered in hyper-real shades of pine green, cerulean blue, and snow white. A front garden was made of gravel that crunched loudly under Louis's feet as he made his return home. Later, his mother's attempt to plant plastic flowers in the garden's lifeless surface served as a striking metaphor for a family attempting to take root in a joyless and ultimately barren environment. The play's action takes place on a Sunday, and Suša's production associatively evoked past Sundays of a childhood spent on outings in the countryside. While Louis recalled a history of family day trips, Antoine, Suzanne, and their mother licked fake ice-cream cones, relics of an idealized past that were slowly replaced by objects of a despondent present: a glass of red wine (Mother) and a hammer (Antoine). These objects allowed for a metonymic reach between past presents and present pasts; time is disoriented in Lagarce's play and refuses to conform to the strictures of chronological linearity. Confronting his family with his mortality and the ruins of his life, Louis spoke of his impending death, but he also spoke of himself in the past, from within death. Verb tenses shifted in a single speech among present perfect, simple past, and conditional moods. Deploying verbs as forms of artillery, Suša's cast darted so nimbly among tenses that it was impossible to know if the family's recriminations and accusations were rehearsals of aborted attempts to communicate in the past, imagined conversations projected onto conditional futures, or long-deferred confrontations in the present. The production thus multiplied the present, moving from an acute experience of the now to a frustrating participation with duration and deferral: an agonizing marathon that had no end, and yet had already ended. Even if the characters chatter at a rapid pace-quite a feat for the Swedish language, which is customarily slowpaced-the tempo remained that of a Sunday, the day of slow, melancholic ennui before the inevitable continuation of the workweek.
DEAN WILCOX
If Lagrace created a "theatre of words," it is not one that can be easily compared with the athletic structures of Racine's verse, the titillating wordplay of Molière, nor even the revealing poetics of Lagarce's contemporary Bernard-Marie Koltès. Rather, words here signaled loss and isolation. Politeness is parodied through the comedic use of mechanical, requisite speech, which Suša compellingly juxtaposed with emotional outbursts and physical ticks to reveal how subjectivity cannot be contained by language and our attempts to hide behind polite manner(ism)s ultimately fail. The characters' compulsive repetition of stock words and phrases functioned both as a symptom of closed linguistic structures that prevent communication and as the infinite difference that reiteration makes possible.
Louis's desire to be somewhere else offered perhaps the strongest connection to themes previously explored by Koltès. Louis's mastery of diversion-his slippery skill at sliding out from under his family's demands and criticism, from avoiding directly answering their questions-is a queer tactic. Although the text explores his embrace of difference, uncertainty, deferral, and cosmopolitanism, the relationship between queerness and death remained disappointingly elusive in this production and was one aspect of Lagarce's dense play that might have been more carefully developed.
Given the priority placed on words, the play has been usually rendered as physically static onstage. Against this convention Suša engaged the actors' bodies in multiple and dynamic processes that physicalized the tensions among family members. In this space emptied of the bourgeois trappings of the French home, the actors' balanced their bodies against walls, floors, and one another to find physical and emotional stability. These encounters of ballast-they were surely more encounters than interactions-rubbed against the bulky monologues that form the majority of the text. In this production characters ignored one another through these long speeches, rarely making eye contact, keeping their physical distance, and denying emotional proximity. Each individual was caught up in their own small
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and time-consuming activities. Action was therefore not about effect (nor even about affect), but rather was circulatory and solipsistic, an excuse to ignore, discount, or snub. The expansion of the language was thus matched by the expansion of misunderstanding and detachment.
Mathias Olsson, an actor much loved by local audiences, was originally cast in the role of Louis, but sadly took his own life a few weeks before the premiere. Erik Borgeke, who stepped into the role with short notice, delivered Louis's final speech with stark solemnity. This had been reworked to include the cast's personal memories of Olsson. Borgeke, standing both literally and figuratively in place of Olsson, highlighted with devastating force the temporal syncopations of Louis's death that are explored by Lagarce. Ultimately, the production reminds us that the possibility and threat of the end shapes and alters the present. The production opened with a prologue taken from Henry IV, Part 2, and soon segued into the coronation of Henry V (Ramsey Nasr) on a red carpet, backed by a line of lords in ultra-modern business suits. The coronation was broadcast on a live-feed screen overlooking the stage: van Hove's staging demonstrated that just as theatre can be political, effective politics is always theatrical. Nasr's Henry was every inch a king, not personally interested in the trappings of royalty as much as in what he could do as a leader: as soon as he was crowned, he locked the crown away in a glass case and got to the business of winning a war in France. After his victory, van Hove dramatized Henry's sudden death and the coronation of his infant son Henry VI. Eelco Smits played the adult Henry VI as a sniveling mamma's boy who had neither an interest in nor aptitude for leadership and was almost glad to give the throne to the revolutionary York (Bart Slegers).
BRYCE LEASE
The three Henry VI plays were the most compressed, with Richard III the least cut, as we saw a chillingly familiar political monster. Kesting's Richard seemed pitiable and laughable at first: wearing an ill-fitting suit and looking into a large mirror, examining the purple birthmark on his face that was the most visible sign of his deformity. Why this Richard wanted the crown was never entirely clear; perhaps just so he could spite the whole world, pick up the phone and call Barack Obama and Angela Merkel, and then slam down the receiver. And spite the world he did; during the final hour of the show the stage was transformed into a locked bunker, with the paranoid Richard determined to hold on to his rule for every possible moment. He revealed
